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Tom Scholefield, the Scottish visual artist and producer who records as
Konx-Om-Pax, is probably best-known for designing the album art to
Lone’s Galaxy Garden, an album synonymous with “sounds like the
cover.” Galaxy Garden was Lone’s first foray into rave music after
spending most of his career on instrumental hip hop, and its jubilant
sound fit perfectly with the neon purples and oranges that spiderwebbed
across its sleeve. One would expect Caramel, Scholefield’s rave-inspired
second album, to take this aesthetic to the extreme.

But, no; Caramel is dense and murky, abstracting the sounds of rave
through thick walls of filter and reverb. Fat synths take precedence over
the lush chords Lone prefers. Drums, if present, are ornamental and have
little influence on the tracks’ actual rhythms. Tracks like “Oren’s Theme”
or “Manhunter” would be joyful if not for the bass-y walls of noise separating them from the listener. Most rave
revivalism aims to capture the spirit of the culture and the ecstasy-fueled emotional highs associated with it. Caramel
seems more interested in evoking the actual locales where the raves took place: hangar-sized clubs, dank
basements, musty old warehouses.

Caramel comes off as an attempt at deconstruction, stripping rave down to its core elements and doing away with
the joy and danceability that are essential to the genre. This isn’t necessarily a bad thing, and the same approach
has been key to the success of genres like minimal techno and the recent grime revival. But there’s a fine line
between deconstruction and making something that just sounds unfinished, and Caramel, unfortunately, often tips
on the wrong side of this line. Scholefield’s preference for melody over texture compounds this problem, and a lot of
these tracks, including the title track (which sounds an awful lot like Taio Cruz’s early-EDM-era hit “Dynamite”),
sound like wayward hooks in search of their songs.

Caramel is at its best when it shies away from consciously evoking rave. This makes Caramel essentially a failed
experiment, but there’s plenty of good stuff here. Scholefield is probably best as an ambient producer, and his skill at
making ambient music is really the only common thread between Caramel and its underrated, Boards of Canada-
indebted predecessor Regional Surrealism. “Mega Glacial” is a cheery New Age sketch that sets up a dialogue
between a thumb piano and a detuned synth. “Radiance” creates a sea of backwards synths not too different from
the ambient interludes on Lone’s Levitate from this year. Best among them is the stunning, cinematic coda
“Rainbow Bounce,” which sends off the album with appropriate drama.

Scholefield is, of course, primarily a visual artist, and he’s probably only releasing music as a hobbyist with enough
industry connections to get him signed to a label as prestigious as Planet Mu. On the one hand, this means he’s free
to follow his muse, and it’s hard to predict what he’ll do next. On the other hand, his muse doesn’t quite match up to
his skill. Caramel is ultimately a noble failure, and, though it’s hard to hate, it probably won’t get a lot of retrospective
plays.
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